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Problem 1 {30 marks] 

1.1. If f € C"*[a, b], prove that for any points z and c in [a,b], we have [12] 

mn £(k)(¢ 1 f? 
fz= Ss? Fa —c)*+R,(x) where R,(x) = al / f*) (t)(a — t)"dt 

— ! ld 

(Hint: use integration by parts f udv = uv — f vdu with appropriate choice of u and v.] 

1 
1.2. Consider f(x) = —5t +32-4=0, x € [3.5, 4.5]. 

Use Newton’s method to approximate the root of the above equation after three iterations. [4] 

1.3. The equation « = g(x) = (z? — 1)/3 has a root in [—1, 1]. 

1.3.1. State the fixed-point Theorem. [4] 

1.3.2. Prove that the sequence (2,)xen with 2,4, = g(v,) converges to the fixed-point of the 
equation given above in 1.3. for any choice of a € {—1, 1]. (10} 

Problem 2. [40 marks] 

2.1. Write down in details the formulae of the Lagrange and Newton’s form of the polynomial 

that interpolates the set of data points (Zo, f(20)), (€1, f(£1)),---; (Gn; f(n))- [7] 

2.2. Use the results in 2.1. to determine the Lagrange and Newton’s form of the polynomial 

that interpolates the set of data points (0,1), (1,6) and (2,17). [18] 

2.3. Establish the error term for the rule: [15] 

F"(0) & saylBF(w+ h) — 10f(w) + 12f (aw — h) — 6f(w— 2h) + flew - 3h) 
Problem 3. [30 marks] 

Given the IVP 

ystytytt, y(0) =2. (1) 
3.1 Write down in details the fouth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) algorithm to solve the specific 

IVP given by Eq. (1). [10} 

3.2 Given the table below, use the result of question 3.1 to compute the missing values. [20] 

  

  

  

  

  

                

kK | te ky ko kg ka Yk 
1 | 0.08 2 2.1648 2.35403 | 2.17369 

2 | 0.16 2.50439 2.78496 

3 2.78488 | 3.0281 2.62174 

4 3.30856 3.61874 | 3.94524 

0 | 0.4 4.30325 4.71963   
  

TOTAL: 100 marks 

God bless you !!!


